Year One Weekly Communication Flyer
Miss Pateman
WEEK ENDING: 13th September 2019
Important Messages:
In Maths we have been learning to:
identify one more and one less than a
given number. We have been doing
lots of fun activities outside by
chalking numbers and identifying the
correct number. We have also been
cutting and sticking numbers in our
books, remembering how to form
them the right way round.
What is one more than 4?
What is one more than 17?
What is one less than 9?
What is one less than 23?

In English we have been learning to:
Write lists and labels. Firstly, we
looked at what a label looks like and
created our own for the classroom.
We then looked at the story ‘Each
peach pear plum’. We enjoyed
describing the characters and writing
lists of objects we could see in the
pictures e.g. jam, cup, tap.
Can you remember any characters
from the story?

Our topic this half term is:
‘Places to play’ We have been
creating posters describing our
favourite places to play. We have
discussed parks, trampolining,
seasides, gardens and many more.

This week’s homework is:
Please see the attached homework
sheet. Our new homework pilocy is a
‘dip and do’ approach, this is where
you can choose any of the activities in
your own time. Please bring in your
homework so we can display it in the
classroom.

On Friday we are very excited to play
at Shephalbury park where we will be
playing on the equipment and using
parachutes etc.

I am looking forward to seeing your
creative ideas.

Thank you to everyone for signing the consent
forms. During our topic this term we will be taking
part in lots of local trips to parks, evaluating them in
lots of detail. In our English lessons we will be writing
recounts about our trips.
If anyone needs to speak to me at the end of the day
please catch me after I dismiss all of the children,
thank you.

